
Chapter 193  

Paired 

Shortly after Walter’s arrival, William and Josephine arrived at the scene. 

Josephine was worried sick that Jared might’ve been hurt! She hurried toward him and checked his body 

for injuries. 

Upon seeing both the famous and the infamous individuals’ arrivals, Felix felt utterly helpless. In his 

mind, he was blaming Leyton for putting him in that tough spot. 

Once more, Leyton was bewildered. Since Tommy and Felix belong to the underworld, maybe they paid 

Jared respect because he’s a renowned fighter. But why Walter as well? He was a government official! 

Hence, he’s the total opposite of what Tommy and Felix are! Even though he’s retired, he’s still a highly 

regarded individual in Horington. Otherwise, all the rich and famous wouldn’t have attended every 

event he has held. So why is he here for Jared? 

“W-What is going on here? Wasn’t Jared dumped by Josephine? He has even moved out of Dragon Bay 

and became a salesperson. Why is Josephine so worried about him still?” Sandy curiously blurted while 

hiding behind Leyton, stunned. 

Upon hearing that, anger overwhelmed Josephine as she walked toward Sandy and gave the latter a 

tight slap across her face. Considering the events happening around them, neither Sandy nor Leyton 

dared to retaliate against Josephine. 

“You b*tch! Luckily you’ve left Jared. Otherwise, you’d only bring shame onto him. It seems like God is 

fair after all by pairing you two scums together.” Josephine glared at Sandy with disdain. 

Although both Leyton and Sandy felt extremely humiliated, they both kept mum. 

“Mr. Chance, what should we do about these two?” Tommy asked while pointing at Leyton and Sandy. 

Both their legs wobbled in fear when they heard Tommy’s question. They knew that Jared could have 

them killed just by giving an order. 

“Mr. Chance, I beg for your mercy. Please spare my son!” before Jared could give Tommy an answer, 

Yoel rushed over and dropped to his knees to beg. 

The Scott family was indeed powerful. But faced with all the important figures in Horington at once, Yoel 

had no choice but to submit. After all, if any of them wished to run the Scott family down, they could. 

Besides Leyton’s life, the Scott family’s empire could be wiped out entirely. 

“Dad? W-What are you doing?” Leyton was dumbfounded when he saw his father kneeling before Jared, 

especially with everyone watching. Ultimately, the Scott family was still a prominent family in Horington. 

Hence, it was a shocking scene to have the patriarch, Yoel, kneeling before a young man such as Jared. 

“You b*stard! Come and beg for mercy as well!” Yoel pulled Leyton aggressively before slapping him 

across his face. 



Behind them, Sandy was standing still with her jaws opened. She couldn’t believe what she was 

witnessing. 

“Hey, sl*t! This is your fault! Look what you’ve brought upon my son. Kneel down, now!” Yoel got up 

abruptly before bringing Sandy to her knees by kicking her violently. 

Jared grinned as he watched the three of them beg for mercy. 

“It’s time to go.” Jared stood up and left. 

Tommy and Walter, along with all the people they brought, followed behind. 

Embarrassed, Felix did the same. He left with all of his incapacitated subordinates. Still, with both their 

knees glued to the ground, Leyton, Yoel, and Sandy remained. 

 


